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Agenda Item 5: Review of International Radio Consultative Committee (CCIR)/AMSS matters

5.1 INTRODUCTION

5.1.1 Under this agenda item, the meeting reviewed two drafts of material developed by a sub-group
of WG-A for ICAO inputs to CCIR recommendations, as well as issues relating to aeronautical mobile-satellite
service (AMSS) equipment's potential for interference to the global navigation satellite system (GNSS)
navigation equipment on the same aircraft.

5.2 AMSS POTENTIAL FOR INTERFERENCE TO GLOBAL NAVIGATION SATELLITE SYSTEM OPERATION

5.2.1 The meeting noted that work was under way within the Airlines Electronic Engineering
Committee (AEEC) on this problem.  Solutions such as changes in AMSS specifications for out-of-band
emission characteristics that fall within the global navigation satellite system (GNSS) frequency bands and
development of AMSS logic for multi-carrier operation could result in changes to draft AMSS SARPs and
guidance material.  Any changes that may be required to improve compatibility will be considered during the
SARPs validation programme.

5.3 DRAFT NEW CCIR RECOMMENDATIONS COVERING INTERFERENCE CRITERIA AND BIT ERROR

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES FOR AMS(R)S

5.3.1 The meeting considered draft new material on the subject, "maximum permissible level of
interference to the aeronautical mobile-satellite (Route) service (AMS(R)S)," which had been developed by a
sub-group of WG-A in response to a CCIR question on the subject.  The importance of CCIR recommendations
to protect AMS(R)S was discussed and agreed by the meeting, especially since competition for spectrum
resources is strong.  The panel secretary pointed out that it is important for aviation equipment to provide as
much immunity from interference as possible to avoid future changes in equipment.  The draft material was
modified by the meeting and is given in Appendix A.  The following recommendation was developed:

Recommendation 5/1  ! CCIR recommendation on interference to
AMS(R)S

That the material contained in Appendix A to the report on Agenda Item 5 be
transmitted as an ICAO input to CCIR in time to be considered at the CCIR
Working Party 8D meeting in January 1993.

5.3.2 The meeting considered draft material on the subject, "bit error performance objectives for
aeronautical mobile-satellite (R) service (AMS(R)S)", developed by a sub-group of WG-A.  This material is
based on bit error rates required in the draft AMSS SARPs and assumes that for operational purposes, the bit
error rate (BER) should not be degraded for more than 0.1 per cent (about 90 seconds) of any 24-hour period.
Aircraft earth station antenna gains are assumed consistent with those required by draft SARPs.  This proposed
input to a CCIR recommendation was considered important because AMSS performance for packet delay and
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voice call setup is based on these BER assumptions.  The material was modified by the meeting and is given
in Appendix B.  The following recommendation was developed:

Recommendation 5/2  ! CCIR Recommendation on bit  error
performance objectives for AMS(R)S

That the material contained in Appendix B to the report on Agenda Item 5 be
transmitted as an ICAO input to CCIR in time to be considered at the CCIR
Working Party 8D meeting in January 1993.

5.4 The panel noted that it was important for States to send aviation representatives to the CCIR
meeting to help defend the ICAO position on these CCIR matters and that States should also submit similar
material to the CCIR meeting, noting that ICAO has observer status in CCIR.

! ! ! ! ! ! ! !


